NOVEMBER 11/2013
DENOUNCE THE SAUDI ARABIA REGIME’S BRUTALITY AGAINST ETHIOPIANS
SOCEPP had time and again denounced the brutal actions of the retrograde racist
regime in Saudi Arabia and the killing, torture and imprisonment of Ethiopians there.
But to no avail as the anti-Christian fanatic regime has continued with its brutality and
violations of rights aided and abetted by the regime in Addis Abeba that has signed an
agreement to send t Saudi Arabia some 45,000 young females as domestic workers or
actually modern slaves,
Very recently, the Saudi racist police were caught on video as they mistreated rounded
up Ethiopians and beat one to death. Saudi Arabia holds hundreds of Ethiopians in its
various jails and has killed many at it border with Yemen. A rabi anti-Christian stand
has made many Christian Ethiopians very vulnerable. An Ethiopian woman worker was
hanged in public a few years back. Every month or so hundreds are rounded up, denied
their wages, beaten up and forcefully deported back to Ethiopia. While other countries
like the Philippines refused to send domestic workers/slaves to Saudi Arabia, the regime
in Ethiopia did the reverse and, despite a fake new decree that this practice is
stopped, thousands of young women (both Christian and Muslim) are being trafficked by
the regime itself.
The brutal regime in Saudi Arabia is an anomaly in the 21st century, Backward, corrupt,
repressive but rich and allied to the West it has intervened in the internal affairs of
many African and Middle Eastern countries, armed terrorists, sabotaged the peoples
struggle in Egypt, Tunisia, Libya and Syria too. In other words it is a regime that
stands against the human rights of not only its people but of millions others too.
SOCEPP calls on all supporters of human rights to denounce the Saudi regime’s criminal
and repressive acts against Ethiopians and Africans as a whole. SOCEPP calls on
Ethiopians in the Diaspora to demonstrate at Saudi embassies and consulates denouncing
the autocratic regime’s violations of the rights and dignity of Ethiopia. The criminal who
committed murders should also be arrested and tried.
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